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Abstract. One way to build large-scale autonomous systems is to develop open
peer-to-peer architectures in which peers are not pre-engineered to work
together and in which peers themselves determine the social norms that govern
collective behaviour. A major practical limitation to such systems is security
because the very openness of such systems negates most traditional security
solutions. We propose a programme of research that addresses this problem by
devising ways of attack detection and damage limitation that take advantage of
social norms described by electronic institutions. We have analysed security
issues of open peer-to-peer multi-agent systems and focused on probing attacks
against confidentiality. We have proposed a framework and adapted an
inference system, which shows the possibility of private information disclosure
by an adversary. We shall suggest effective countermeasures in such systems
and propose attack response techniques to limit possible damages.
Keywords: Security, Confidentiality, Multi-agent Systems, Electronic
Institutions, P2P networks, Light Weight Coordination Calculus (LCC).
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Introduction

We have focused on open peer-to-peer (p2p) multi-agent systems (MAS), in which
electronic institutions [4] are used to form the interaction environment by defining
social norms for group behaviour. An open system is a system that allows new
components, which may have been created by different parties or for different
objectives, not known at design time, to interact at runtime [5]. An open p2p multiagent system is an open system in which autonomous peers can join and leave freely
[4]. Open MAS have growing popularity (e.g. in social networks, e-commerce, social
simulation and workflow systems) and are predicted to have many applications in the
future [2]. In these open systems, peers may invent the protocols (electronic
institutions) themselves and share them with others or use other (unknown) peers’
protocols. We address confidentiality of open p2p MAS with dynamic protocols.
Although we focus on the open p2p MAS, we can extend the scope of our secrecy
analysis without much difficulty to similar domains such as web services.
Even though openness in open systems makes them attractive for different new
applications, new problems emerge, among which security is a key. Unfortunately
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there remainn many potenttial gaps in the security of oppen MAS and little
l
research has
h
been done in
i this area. Thhe focus of thee related work is mostly on mobile
m
agents and
a
using conv
ventional securrity mechanissms (e.g. crypptography andd PKI) in aggent
communicattion layer.
Tradition
nal security meechanisms resist use in MAS
S directly, becaause of the soccial
nature of them
t
and the consequent special securityy needs[7]. Open
O
MAS using
dynamic prrotocols are paarticularly diffficult to protecct, because wee can make only
minimum gu
uarantees abouut identity and behaviour of aagents and convventional securrity
mechanismss, like authentication and enccryption, are at best a small (tthough necessaary)
part of the solution.
s
We hhave focused onn confidentialiity which is ann important subbset
of security and is critical in many appliications (such as healthcare ssystems). To best
b
wledge, so far there are no attack
a
detectionn/response sysstems or methoods
of our know
for open p2pp multi-agent system
s
that usee dynamic elecctronic institutions.
An electtronic institutiion is an orgganisation moddel for MAS that providess a
framework to describe, sppecify and depploy agents’ innteraction enviironments. It is
i a
formalism which
w
defines peers’ interaction rules andd their permitteed and prohibiited
actions. Theere are a few choreography--oriented languuages, from which
w
we seleccted
LCC [6] (aas an examplee) to implemennt electronic institutions.
i
LCC (Lightweiight
Coordinatioon Calculus) iss based on π--calculus and logic program
mming to execcute
electronic innstitutions (inteeraction modells) in a p2p styyle.
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Overrview of the Suggested Framework
k

Our sugg
gested framewoork for the secrrecy analysis of
o interaction m
models in an oppen
p2p multi-aagent system iss shown inFig. 1. The first thhree steps are optional
o
and th
hey
only will bee necessary if we want to exxtend our workk to support othher open systeems
that do not use LCC to create their innteraction prottocols. We briiefly describe the
framework in
i the followinng steps:

Fig. 1. A suggested frameework for the seccrecy analysis off open p2p multii-agent systems.

ment system …)
1. A multi--agent system (or a web sservice, a proocess managem
producess log files whilee running.
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The process model of the system is extracted by a process mining tool (ProM1).
The extracted process model is converted to LCC interaction models.
LCC interaction models are converted to a conceptual representation. (Section 3)
The secrecy of the conceptual representation (that represents the interaction model)
is analysed using an inference system that shows what an adversary could infer
from the interaction model. (Section 3)
6. The interaction model will be fixed if there is any information leak exists.
7. Steps 4 to 6 will be repeated to double check the amended interaction model.
8. The source of the information leak problem and the amended interaction model
with some annotations will be sent to the domain expert of the original system.

2.
3.
4.
5.
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Probing Attacks and Countermeasures

We analysed possible attacks on open p2p MAS as a part of our work and selected
probing attack to address it. We redefine the probing attack [1] in conventional
network security to be applicable in MAS. A probing attack in network security is an
attack based on injecting traffic into the victim’s network and analysing the results.
In our case, an adversary could infer information not only from the interaction
model itself, but also from the local knowledge of other peers. An adversary could
control other peers’ behaviour in an interaction, by publishing a malicious interaction
model. Furthermore, it could access the private local knowledge (e.g. decision rules
and policies) of the victim peer by injection of facts to the peer’s knowledge-base,
asking queries and analysing the queries result.
The first step in our secrecy analysis is converting interaction models to simpler
logical representations in order to illustrate only the related parts of the LCC code to
the security evaluation. What we need for our conceptual representation is a more
minimal interpretation of LCC, which reflects information leaks or helps to find
knowledge leakage. We should interpret interaction models for each scenario
differently, to be able to discover information leaks and consequently to achieve more
accurate secrecy analyses.
After the conceptual representation of interaction models we could analyse them
to detect any possibility of a probing attack. We are going to use a security type
system to analyse information flow properties in LCC interaction models. Meanwhile
we used the Becker’s inference system [3] for detectability2 to analyse secrecy,
because it was compatible with our conceptual representation. Although this inference
system has been created for credential-based authorisation policies (such as Datalog),
with some modifications, it could also be used to detect probing attack on open MAS.
We want to know if an adversary injects expressions into the agent’s private
knowledge-base and asks a query, what else the adversary will infer from the
knowledge-base. To answer this question we used the inference system in [3].
1

2

ProM is an open-source framework for implementing process mining tools in a standard environment
(www.processmining.org). We selected it as a working example of process mining systems.
Detectability (or non-opacity) is an information flow property that shows the ability to infer a specific
predicate from a set of rules.
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Two reasons that security problems might lead to probing attacks on choreographic
systems are: (1) no distinguishing notion of private and public data in choreography
languages (such as LCC) and (2) no mechanism for information leakage control in
their interaction models. Hence, two countermeasures to these problems are adding
some access control features to the language and secrecy analysis of interaction
models. The first solution for LCC is to label information in it and to add attack
prevention rules in the LCC interpreter.
The second solution for probing attacks is secrecy analysis of interaction models
using techniques such as using the introduced inference system to detect injection
attacks before using the interaction models. This analysis could be implemented as a
separate interaction model that receives other interaction models and after extracting
the corresponding logical representation, check possibility of information leak using
the inference system.
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Conclusion and Future work

We propose a programme of research that addresses secrecy of open peer-to-peer
multi-agent systems by devising ways of probing attack detection and damage
limitation. To analyse information leaks in these agent systems, we have suggested a
conceptual representations of interaction models and adapted an inference system,
which shows the possibility of private information disclosure by an adversary. Finally
we have proposed two solutions to prevent and detect probing attacks in open p2p
multi-agent systems. We intend to develop a security type system for LCC language
to analyse information leakage in agents’ interaction models. The evaluation of the
suggested techniques has two stages. In the first stage, we will try to find detection
and response methods for probing attacks and evaluation would be empirical by
simulation of these techniques. In the case that no convincing detection method exists,
we will analytically show it and disconfirm the hypotheses, as the second stage.
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